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A B S T R A C T   

Untangling the interdependency of infections, immunity and frailty may help to clarify their roles in the 
maintenance of health in aging individuals, and the recent COVID-19 pandemic has further highlighted such 
priority. In this scoping review we aimed to systematically collect the evidence on 1) the impact of common 
infections such as influenza, pneumonia and varicella zoster on frailty development, and 2) the role played by 
frailty in the response to immunization of older adults. Findings are discussed under a unifying framework to 
identify knowledge gaps and outline their clinical and public health implications to foster a healthier aging. 
Twenty-nine studies (113,863 participants) selected to answer the first question provided a moderately strong 
evidence of an association between infections and physical as well as cognitive decline – two essential di-
mensions of frailty. Thirteen studies (34,520 participants) investigating the second aim, showed that frailty was 
associated with an impaired immune response in older ages, likely due to immunosenescence. However, the 
paucity of studies, the absence of tools to predict vaccine efficacy, and the lack of studies investigating the ef-
ficacy of newer vaccines in presence of frailty, strongly limit the formulation of more personalized immunization 
strategies for older adults. The current evidence suggests that infections and frailty repeatedly cross each other 
pathophysiological paths and accelerate the aging process in a vicious circle. Such evidence opens to several 
considerations. First, the prevention of both conditions pass through a life course approach, which includes 
several individual and societal aspects. Second, the maintenance of a well-functioning immune system may be 
accomplished by preventing frailty, and vice versa. Third, increasing the adherence to immunization may delay 
the onset of frailty and maintain the immune system homeostasis, beyond preventing infections.   

1. Background 

As the population ages rapidly, new challenging scenarios are 
surfacing for both individuals and societies. Throughout the world, the 
older share of the population is expanding faster than the younger one, 
leading to an increasing prevalence of multimorbidity, disability and 
frailty (Vetrano et al., 2018b). One of the main goals in medicine is to 
prevent, or at least delay, the onset of these conditions, thus compressing 

the time that people live in poor health toward the very end of life. This 
will lead to meaningful advantages both at an individual and population 
level. The World Health Organization (WHO) promotes the concept of 
healthy aging as the process of developing and maintaining functional 
ability that enables wellbeing in older age, which should be the focus of 
all modern societies (WHO, 2015). 

Alongside physical exercise and a healthy diet, immunization is 
considered to be one of the pillars to promote and maintain healthy 
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aging (Teresa Aguado et al., 2018). Despite the commonly held belief 
that infectious diseases are less important than non-communicable dis-
eases to health in high-income countries, this belief must be questioned 
when it comes to older adults. The COVID-19 pandemic is illustrative in 
this regard and teaches us painful but powerful lessons. Frail older 
people with multimorbidity and disability, and those living in residen-
tial facilities, are much more likely to be infected and to experience a 
higher case-fatality rate than the general population (Calderón-Larra-
ñaga et al., 2020; Hewitt et al., 2020; Marengoni et al., 2020b). 

Frailty, a condition of susceptibility and loss of resilience to even 
subliminal stress, is highly prevalent in older ages and is associated with 
increased risk of disability and mortality (Vetrano et al., 2018a, 2019; 
Zucchelli et al., 2019, 2018). Frailty is a negative prognostic factor 
during surgical or chemotherapy treatments and is associated with 
higher occurrence of infections and their adverse clinical course (Ethun 
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018). Indeed, pneumonia is one of the most 
frequent diagnoses in hospitalized older persons affected by disability 
and frailty, and may trigger a vicious cycle where pneumonia increases 
the severity of frailty and vice versa, leading to accelerated functional 
decline and mortality (Davydow et al., 2013; Quinton et al., 2018). 
Pneumonia, resulting from bacterial, influenza or other viral (e.g. 
coronaviruses) infections, is a frequent event especially in those who are 
living in long-term care institutions, where respiratory infections are 
associated with high disability burden, hospital care requirements, and 
mortality rate (Falcone et al., 2018; Kundi et al., 2019). Similarly, 
reactivations of varicella-zoster have been shown to be more frequent in 
the frailest older people, and to reduce functionality and quality of life 
(Bricout et al., 2015; Kundi et al., 2019; Mizukami et al., 2018; Zorzoli 
et al., 2018). 

Influenza, pneumonia and zoster infections can be prevented 
through vaccination. In people of 65 years or older, influenza vaccina-
tion reduces the occurrence of influenza by 60 % and the occurrence of 
influenza-like illness by 40 % (Demicheli et al., 2018; Demurtas et al., 
2020). Moreover, influenza vaccination reduces pneumonia hospitali-
zations by 9–12 %, and impacts survival reducing overall mortality by 
5% in older vaccinated individuals (WHO, 2012). Similarly, in older 
people pneumococcal vaccination has been shown to reduce the 
occurrence of invasive pneumococcal disease by 73 % and the occur-
rence of pneumococcal pneumonia by 25 % (Falkenhorst et al., 2017). 
Finally, in this age-group, herpes zoster vaccination was reported to 
reduce shingles incidence by 51–92 % and post-herpetic neuropathy by 
67–89 % (Cunningham et al., 2016; Gagliardi et al., 2019; Lal et al., 

2015). However, there is strong evidence that older age is associated 
with reduced vaccination response, both serologically and in terms of 
infection rates. Reduced vaccination effectiveness has been connected 
with immunosenescence but the specific mechanisms are not clear and 
are the focus of extremely active research (Clegg et al., 2013; Pera et al., 
2015). 

Untangling the interplay between frailty, infections, and immunity 
may help to clarify their roles in increasing the risk of health deterio-
ration and disability in older persons. In this report we aimed to sum-
marize the scientific evidence concerning, on the one side, the role of 
major viral and bacterial infections in the development of frailty, and, on 
the other side, the role of frailty in blunting the efficacy of immunization 
in older persons. We achieved these aims by systematically reviewing 
the literature and discussing the findings under a unifying framework 
that may help in identifying the knowledge gaps that if addressed may 
lead to better strategies aimed at improving health, function and quality 
of life in old age. 

2. Infections and frailty 

Evidence suggests that frail individuals are susceptible to infectious 
diseases and more likely experience prolonged and complex clinical 
courses and long-term complications (Falcone et al., 2018; Hewitt et al., 
2020; Kundi et al., 2019). However, less is known about the impact of 
infectious diseases on functional outcomes and frailty. We performed a 
systematic search of longitudinal studies investigating the role of 
influenza, pneumonia and varicella zoster infection on frailty (Box 1; 
Fig. S1). 

Different measures and conceptualizations of frailty have been pro-
posed over the years, but the most commonly employed are the physical 
phenotype model (Fried et al., 2001), and the frailty index model 
(Rockwood and Mitnitski, 2007). The first is based on the presence of at 
least three of the following five criteria: slow gait speed, low muscle 
strength, exhaustion, unintentional weight loss, and low physical ac-
tivity levels. This model of frailty aims to capture physical impairments 
that reflect mostly muscle health, energy imbalance and nutrition as-
pects. The second is based on the assessment of a number of clinical and 
functional deficits (usually between 30 and 70) that together describe 
multiple aspects of health, representing a comprehensive proxy of bio-
logical age. Independent of its operationalization, frailty can success-
fully predict several negative health-related outcomes, and is 
increasingly being implemented in the assessment of older individuals, 

Box 1 
Systematic search methods. 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria. PRISMA guidelines were followed for the present review. The three infectious diseases for which vaccination is 
highly recommended in all older adults (≥65 years) were considered: pneumococcus, influenza, and varicella zoster. Articles of interest were 
gathered from the following electronic databases: PubMed and Web of Science. Longitudinal (including intervention) studies were selected if 
they reported information on 1) The impact of infections on physical or cognitive function or frailty in older adults (aim 1); 2) The role of frailty 
on vaccine efficacy (aim 2). The following articles were excluded: a) Cross-sectional studies; b) Articles not in English; c) Articles involving 
individuals <18 years; d) Articles not based on human samples; e) Articles not providing definition of the outcomes or frailty; f) Guidelines, 
editorials, letters to the editor, and conference proceedings. 

Search strategy. The search was carried out in two parallel tracks according to the two aims of the study, combining a) terms related to “in-
fections” and “function”/ “frailty”; b) terms related to “immunization” and “frailty”. The search was updated for the last time on 1 June 2020. 

Study selection. Titles and/or abstracts of studies retrieved using the systematic literature search and those from additional sources were 
evaluated independently by two assessors to identify studies that potentially met the inclusion criteria outlined above. The full texts of these 
potentially eligible studies were retrieved and independently assessed for eligibility by two review team members. Any disagreement was solved 
through discussion with a third co-author. A PRISMA flow-chart of the screening process is shown in Fig. S1. 

Data extraction and synthesis. Standardized, pre-piloted tables were used to extract data from the studies. Extracted information includes 
author and year, setting, study population, study design, follow-up time, participant demographics, details on the intervention, frailty 
assessment, outcome definition, and main results.  
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both in geriatrics and other specialist settings (Hoogendijk et al., 2019). 
We consider both the Fried and the Rockwood models in our systematic 
search. Further, we explored also physical and cognitive impairments, 
which are two of the most important clinical manifestations of frailty 
(Fried et al., 2001; Grande et al., 2019a, b). 

As summarized in Table 1 (complete information available in 
Table S1), 29 studies met the selection criteria and were examined, 
involving a total of 113,863 participants with an age range of 20–90 
years. Studies were characterized by heterogeneity in study population 
(i.e. setting, age structure, gender distribution, ethnicity), inclusion 
criteria, length of follow-up, and operationalization of the functional 
measures. First, such variability is a strong indicator of the lack of 
established methodology in this research field. Second, it hinders the 
possibility to perform pooled analyses. Third, it challenges the direct 

comparisons as methodological differences might account substantially 
for findings inconsistency. 

2.1. Frailty 

Despite the high incidence of major infections in older adults, and the 
biological plausibility of their negative impact on frailty, there has been 
little investigation of this research field. A single longitudinal study 
investigated the impact of varicella zoster infection on frailty, reporting 
no association with incident physical frailty. This study only included 
older women, limiting the generalizability of its findings (Wang et al., 
2016). To note, none of the selected studies investigated the impact of 
influenza and pneumonia on frailty, and the lack of studies on this topic 
is even more surprising when considering the strong rationale. The in-
flammatory response to acute infections such as influenza and bacterial 
pneumonia has systemic repercussions that involve virtually all organs 
and systems. First, during infections, most of the anabolic mechanisms 
responsible for the turnover of damaged macromolecules and organelles 
are inhibited, mainly through the downregulation of the signaling of 
growth factors, thus leading to the progressive accumulation of unre-
paired damage in the tissues (Ferrucci and Fabbri, 2018). Second, the 
inflammatory response and the immobilization that always accompany 
acute infections may further lead to physical function deterioration and 
frailty (Welch et al., 2018). Third, infections may indirectly promote a 
frailty status by triggering specific pathological conditions, as suggested 
by a meta-analysis of case-control studies where recent respiratory 
infection was associated with increased myocardial infarction risk 
(Barnes et al., 2015). Further, a review reported that flu vaccination 
reduces the risk of major adverse cardiovascular events by 55 % in pa-
tients with recent acute coronary syndrome, and by 35 % in patients 
with chronic heart disease. Interestingly, influenza vaccination was 
shown to prevent myocardial infarction as effectively as currently 
accepted therapies for the prevention of ischemic heart disease 
(Demurtas et al., 2020). 

2.2. Physical function 

Twenty-one of the selected studies investigated the impact of major 
infections on physical function. Overall, pneumonia, influenza and 
varicella zoster infections appear to negatively affect physical function. 
Only two studies, one on pneumonia and one on varicella zoster infec-
tion, showed no association with reduced physical function (Duracinsky 
et al., 2014; Hughes et al., 2019). The assessment of physical function 
greatly varied across studies, with most of them employing disability 
scores (e.g. personal and instrumental activities of daily living [ADL]) or 
health status tests (e.g. 36-short form survey [SF-36]) as indicators of 
impaired physical function. Only three studies performed objective 
physical and motor function tests, which targeted different physical 
domains (e.g. 6-minute walking test, leg dynamometer, functional bal-
ance scale) (Denke et al., 2018; Goto et al., 2015; Martín-Salvador et al., 
2015). Interestingly, despite the methodological heterogeneity, most 
studies support the hypothesis that infections impair physical function. 
The underlying mechanisms are multiple. Prolonged immobility during 
hospitalization accentuates muscle-atrophy and levels of proin-
flammatory cytokines, which further lead to muscle loss and sarcopenia 
(Iwashyna et al., 2010; Schweickert et al., 2009). Decreased caloric and 
nutritional intake is a common feature of infectious diseases; this can 
negatively affect muscle health and functionality. In the specific case of 
varicella zoster infections, post-herpetic pain may act as a mediator that 
contributes to impairing physical and motor function (Johnson et al., 
2010). 

2.3. Cognitive function 

Overall, 10 studies support the possibility that pneumonia, and 
varicella-zoster infection to a lesser extent, negatively affect cognition. 

Table 1 
Main findings from the selected studies on the relation between infections and 
the development of physical and cognitive decline, and frailty.  

Study N 

Mean age 
years; (% 
female 
sex) 

Significant impact of infections on 

Physical 
function 

Cognitive 
function 

Frailty 

Influenza      
Barker et al., 1998 243 n.a.; (82) ✓ – – 
Chen et al., 2017 56 n.a. ✓ – – 
Gozalo et al., 

2012 
2351 n.a. ✓ – –  

Pneumonia      
Binder et al., 2003 781 60+; (69) ✓ – – 
Bucks et al., 2007 42 20.3; (75) – ✓ – 
Büla et al., 2004 1324 85.7; (77) ✓ – – 
Caljouw et al., 

2013 
473 86; (67) ✓ – – 

Dalager-Pedersen 
et al., 2014 

11,151 20− 58; 
(46) 

✓ – – 

Dalager-Pedersen 
et al., 2016 

142 51− 73; 
(54) 

✓ – – 

Davydow et al., 
2013 

1434 77; (55) ✓ ✓ – 

Denke et al., 2018 42 42; (36) ✓ ✓ – 
El Solh et al., 

2006 
301 73.9; (40) ✓ – – 

Fried et al., 1997 312 n.a.; (68) ✓ – – 
Girard et al., 2018 67 57; (60) – ✓ – 
Goto et al., 2015 51 82; (57) ✓ ✓ – 
Hoogendijk et al., 

2016 
716 86; (76) ✓ – – 

Hughes et al., 
2019 

225 73; (59) ⨯ – – 

Kato et al., 2016 853 76.4 ; (42) ✓ – – 
Martín-Salvador 

et al., 2015 
116 35− 86; 

(43) 
✓ – – 

Metlay et al., 
1997 

576 18+; (62) ✓ – – 

Shah et al., 2013 5888 73; (58) – ✓ – 
Tate et al., 2014 3069 79; (46) – ✓ –  

Varicella zoster      
Chen et al., 2018 78,410 50− 59; 

(54) 
– ✓ – 

Duracinsky et al., 
2014 

609 70+; (60) ⨯ – – 

Grahn et al., 2013 42 50; (42) – ✓ – 
Mizukami et al., 

2018 
412 60+; (60) ✓ – – 

Schmader et al., 
2007 

160 71; (60) ✓ – – 

Tsai et al., 2017 3384 61; (50) – ✓ – 
Wang et al., 2016 633 74; (100) – – ⨯ 

✓ indicates a significant impact of the infection on function (physical and 
cognitive) and frailty; ⨯ indicates no effect. 
“-” stands for “not investigated”. 
n.a. stands for “not available”. 
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Surprisingly, we could not find any longitudinal study that addressed the 
role of influenza on cognitive function. Cognitive evaluation was con-
ducted with several methodologies across studies and included neuro-
psychological measures of global cognition (e.g., mini mental state 
examination [MMSE]), assessment of specific cognitive domains (e.g., 
cognitive tests battery) as well as clinical diagnoses of dementia. Among 
those studies that detected a cognitive decline after the occurrence of 
pneumonia and varicella zoster infection, three studies also found that 
pneumonia (Shah et al., 2013; Tate et al., 2014) and varicella zoster 
(Chen et al., 2018) were associated with a 2–3 fold increase risk of de-
mentia. Several potential mechanisms have been hypothesized to 
explain the association of pneumonia and varicella zoster with cognitive 
aging. The neurotrophic propensity of the virus and the sustained 
pro-inflammatory status induced by the infection may trigger or accel-
erate neurodegenerative processes through increased deposition of 
beta-amyloid and microglia activation (Chiu, 2014; Hokkanen et al., 
1997; Iwashyna et al., 2010; Reichenberg et al., 2001). Similarly, the 
systemic inflammatory status and the boost in the oxidative processes 
might explain the impact of pneumonia on cognition. Further, 
pneumonia-related hypoxia is also linked to neurodegeneration and 
cerebrovascular lesions, which has been shown to predispose in-
dividuals to cognitive impairment and dementia (Grande et al., 2020). 
Interestingly, 25 % of older people hospitalized for pneumonia develop 
delirium, which has been previously associated with an increased 
long-term risk of dementia (Davis et al., 2017; Pieralli et al., 2014). This 
has been observed also in older people hospitalized due to Covid-19 
(Marengoni et al., 2020a). 

In conclusions, in contrast with an almost complete lack of specific 
studies exploring the relation between infections and frailty, we found a 
moderately strong evidence showing an association between infections 
and physical as well as cognitive decline. Given that both physical and 
cognitive functions are considered essential dimensions of frailty, we 
interpret these data as supporting the link between infections and frailty, 
which may be eventually explained by immunosenescence, as discussed 
below. 

3. Frailty, immunization and immunity 

Immunosenescence hinders the effectiveness of response to previ-
ously and newly-encountered infective agents, and may reduce the im-
mune surveillance that keeps chronic infection quiescent (e.g., herpes 
viruses) (Miller, 1996). At the same time, immunosenescence may affect 
the efficacy of active immunization. In light of the communalities and 
mutual influence between frailty and immunosenescence, active im-
munization for pneumococcus, influenza, and varicella zoster is likely to 
be influenced by individuals’ frailty status (Appay and Sauce, 2014). 

We conducted a systematic search looking for evidence in the liter-
ature about the modifier effect of frailty in the immune response to 
vaccinations (Box 1; Fig. S1). Table 2 presents a summary (complete 
information in Table S2) of the studies assessing the degree of vaccine 
efficacy across different frailty states, either defined by physical frailty 
criteria or a frailty index. Overall, 13 studies were selected: seven 
focused on influenza vaccination, four on pneumococcus vaccination 
and two on varicella zoster immunization. Overall, 34,520 individuals, 
aged over 60 years, were included. 

These reports on the interaction between influenza vaccination and 
frailty provided mixed and sometimes contradictory results. Two 
studies, one using the frailty phenotype and one the frailty index, 
investigating the efficacy of a standard-dose trivalent inactivated sea-
sonal influenza vaccine, showed that frail individuals have worse im-
munization outcomes, encompassing lower immune-protection and 
higher hospitalization compared to non-frail individuals (Andrew et al., 
2017; Yao et al., 2011). Two studies examined the occurrence of clinical 
outcomes and showed that after flu vaccination, frail individuals expe-
rienced higher rates of flu-like illness compared to non-frail controls 
(Andrew et al., 2017; Yao et al., 2011). However, four other studies – 

one of which testing a high-dose inactivated vaccine – found no differ-
ence in serological response to influenza vaccination across different 
frailty levels (Bauer et al., 2017; DiazGranados et al., 2015; Narang 
et al., 2018; Van Epps et al., 2017). Notably, the study testing a 
high-dose vaccine, did not show significant differences in terms of 
lab-verified influenza in frail individuals when compared with a 
standard-dose inactivated one. Lastly, we identified one small study that 
reported an increased immunological activation following 
standard-dose trivalent influenza vaccination in frail individuals 
compared to non-frail ones (Moehling et al., 2018). However, the au-
thors of this study did not provide strong justifications in support of such 
counterintuitive finding. 

The methodological pitfalls and diversities encountered may explain 
the overall inconclusive evidence on the role of frailty in modifying 
active influenza immunization. Furthermore, no study compared the 
occurrence of clinical influenza-related conditions in vaccinated vs. non- 
vaccinated frail individuals. Finally, the lack of studies testing newer 
vaccines strongly limit the possibility to read these findings in the 
context of current immunization recommendations. 

Four studies, three of them using the frailty index and one the frailty 
phenotype, investigated the hypothesis that frailty would reduce pneu-
mococcal vaccination response, and all of them focused on the immune 
response to the vaccine and none on clinical outcomes. Of them, one 
study involved the 23-valent capsular polysaccharide (PPV) vaccine 
alone, one study compared the PPV with the 7-valent conjugate (PCV) 
and two compared the PPV with the PCV. All these studies suggested 
that the presence of frailty blunts serological response after anti- 
pneumococcal vaccination – affecting PCV more than PPV – compared 
to non-frail controls (Hamza et al., 2012; Macintyre et al., 2014; Mac-
Intyre et al., 2019; Ridda et al., 2009). We found no evidence in the 
literature that pneumococcus vaccination is as effective in the preven-
tion of pneumonia in frail and non-frail individuals. 

As for varicella zoster vaccination, only two studies were found. Both 
of them tested the efficacy of a live attenuated vaccine, and no difference 

Table 2 
Interplay between immunization and frailty: main findings from the selected 
studies.  

Study N Mean age years; 
(% female sex) 

Significant impact of frailty 
on immunization 

Influenza vaccine    
Andrew et al., 2017 884 80; (55) ✓ 
Bauer et al., 2017 76 70+; (61) ⨯ 
DiazGranados 

et al., 2015 
31,983 73; (56) ⨯ 

Moehling et al., 
2018 

106 62; (75) ⨯* 

Narang et al., 2018 205 73; (62) ⨯ 
Van Epps et al., 

2017 
117 81; (4) ⨯ 

Yao et al., 2011 71 85; (78) ✓  

Pneumonia 
vaccine    

Hamza et al., 2012 80 68; (60) ✓ 
Macintyre et al., 

2014 
312 70; (72) ✓ 

Macintyre et al., 
2019 

136 71; (50) ✓ 

Ridda et al., 2009 241 70; (55) ✓  

Varicella zoster 
vaccine    

Choi et al., 2018 69 74; (51) ⨯ 
Lelic et al., 2016 240 60+; (n.a.) ⨯ 

✓ indicates detrimental effect of frailty on vaccination response; ⨯ indicates no 
effect. 

* This study reports higher serological response in frail individuals compared 
to robust controls after influenza vaccination. 
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in the serological response to vaccine between frail and non-frail in-
dividuals were observed upon immunization (Choi et al., 2019; Lelic 
et al., 2016). Notably, no study addressed the question of whether 
varicella zoster vaccination prevents shingles differently in frail and 
non-frail individuals. Given the close relationship between immunose-
nescence and frailty, it may be hypothesized that frailty plays a role not 
only in the virus reactivation, but also in the efficacy of the active im-
munization. Yet, the fact that no differences were identified between 
frail and non-frail individuals in response to varicella zoster immuni-
zation is puzzling and requires further investigation. 

In conclusions, there is some evidence, although not strong, that 
frailty may decrease the immunization effect of vaccine against influ-
enza. Indirect support derives from a meta-analysis including more than 
11,000 older adults living in nursing homes – notoriously the frailest 
share of the older population. Influenza vaccination was associated with 
a 37 % reduction in pneumonia events, as well as a 34 % reduction in 
pneumonia- or influenza-related mortality (Chan et al., 2014; Fulop 
et al., 2009). A protective effect has been shown in spite of an incom-
plete strain-vaccine match (Dean et al., 2010). On the other hand, 
stronger and more concordant evidence shows that frailty blunts the 
immune response to pneumococcal vaccination. No effect was found for 
varicella zoster vaccination. Overall, in consideration of the higher risk 
of infections and poor outcomes in frail older adults, it can be argued 
that even a moderately effective vaccine may be valuable for this 
population. 

4. A unifying framework 

While evidence suggests frailty as an important substrate for the 
development of infections and their consequences, the impact of in-
fections on frailty status has been less investigated so far. In our sys-
tematic search – focused on three major preventable infections through 
vaccination – we found that influenza, pneumococcus, and varicella 
zoster infectious events may interfere with healthy aging. The impact of 
such infections on physical function is well documented, while the effect 
on cognitive decline and dementia is less well established, yet consis-
tent. Only one study explored the association between shingles and 
frailty, reporting no association (Wang et al., 2016). Since cognitive and 
physical impairments are two of the most important manifestations of 
frailty, despite the lack of dedicate studies we can reasonably infer that 
influenza, pneumococcal and varicella zoster infections also impact 
frailty status. 

Our review suggests the existence of a vicious cycle that, upon being 
triggered, strongly reduces the chance of maintaining health in aging 
(Fig. 1). On one hand, frailty and infections are linked bi-directionally, 
acting both as risk factors and consequences of each other. On the 
other hand, immunosenescence both increases the risk of experiencing 
infections and decreases the effectiveness of vaccination. In this 
framework, the role played by immunization is currently unknown. Can 
immunization break the mutually-busting detrimental role of immuno-
senescence, frailty, and infections? 

4.1. Biological rationale 

Immunosenescence is characterized by impairment and dysregula-
tion in the immune system function – encompassing innate and adaptive 
responses – and it is accompanied by a status of chronic low-grade 
inflammation, known as inflammaging (Fulop et al., 2017). Innate im-
munity is impaired, as evidenced by reduced phagocytic activity of 
neutrophils, macrophages, and natural killer cells. With respect to ac-
quired immunity, aging individuals present with a progressive reduction 
in the number of naïve T cells, an increase in the percentage of memory 
T cells, mostly CD8+, and a shift toward dysfunctional effector T cells, 
which are responsible for a less effective response to new antigens, as in 
the case of neoplastic cells, infective agents, and vaccines (Appay and 
Sauce, 2014; Nguyen et al., 2018; Pawelec, 2017). It has been hypoth-
esized that chronic infections, as for example Cytomegalovirus, may be a 
driver of the over-accumulation, progressive functional exhaustion, and 
senescence of memory T cells (Pawelec, 2014). 

Immunosenescence and inflammaging fuel each other; a higher 
release of pro-inflammatory molecules negatively impacts the adaptive 
immune response. Conversely, an impaired adaptive immune response 
can also reinforce the stimulation of the innate immune response, 
leading to a further release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Immunose-
nescence and inflammaging are involved in most of the pathological 
conditions observed in older age, among which multimorbidity, frailty, 
and recurrent and severe infections (Christensen et al., 2009; Furman 
et al., 2019). The biomolecular changes characterizing aging immune 
cells, as well as several other organs and systems (e.g. muscle and 
consequently frailty), overlap to some extent, and are identified as the 
hallmarks of aging (López-Otín et al., 2013). Among them, defective 
autophagy and altered mitochondrial turnover have been described to 
be highly relevant for immunosenescence (Bektas et al., 2019). Such 
bio-molecular deficits are largely involved in the development and 

Fig. 1. PRISMA flow-chart of study selection (as of 1 June 2020).  
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progression of frailty, suggesting interdependence between immunose-
nescence, frailty, and aging (Ferrucci et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2020). 

Strong evidence supports the role of inflammation in frailty, possibly 
as a result of inflammaging. Several pro-inflammatory cytokines, 
including IL-6, C-reactive protein, and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα) 
are overexpressed in frail older individuals, compared to non frail 
(Collerton et al., 2012; Hubbard et al., 2009; Leng et al., 2007; Qu et al., 
2009). Notably, a meta-analysis found that, frail older adults in their 
sixth and seventh decades – but not older – presented with twice the 
likelihood to be seropositive to Cytomegalovirus, one of the most com-
mon sources of chronic stimulation for our immune system (Araújo 
Carvalho et al., 2018). 

One theoretical confounder not elucidated in the studies we found is 
the role of antibiotics in these alterations of the immune system. Anti-
biotics are often prescribed during influenza and pneumonia episodes, 
acting not only on pathogenic bacteria but also affecting the resident gut 
microbiota, altering its composition, reducing its diversity and some-
times promoting the growth of damaging species (Ianiro et al., 2016). 
The pathophysiology of several diseases has been linked to gut micro-
biota alterations, among which conditions characterized by a dysfunc-
tional activation of the immune system (e.g., inflammatory bowel 
disease, rheumatoid arthritis) (Khan et al., 2019; Maeda and Takeda, 
2019). Indeed, alterations of the gut microbiome have been linked to 
immunosenescence and inflammaging, as well to neuroinflammation, 
sarcopenia and frailty per se, suggesting that the integrity of the gut 
microbiome is indeed pivotal for healthy aging (Amsterda et al., 2018; 
Di Sabatino et al., 2018; Picca et al., 2018; Ticinesi et al., 2018; Vai-
serman et al., 2017). 

5. Knowledge gaps 

Several knowledge gaps hamper our ability to most effectively use 

immunization to improve the qualtiy of life of older adults. The major 
points are summarized in Table 3. 

First, whereas we have substantial evidence that infections can have 
a detrimental effect on physical and cognitive functioning – except for 
influenza on cognition (Andrew et al., 2017; Macintyre et al., 2014; Yao 
et al., 2011) – little is known on their effect on frailty. It is plausible 
though to expect that reducing the risk and consequences of infections 
slows frailty development and increases life years spent in good health. 
Moreover, it is not clear if infections extert a direct effect on physical and 
cognitive functions or there are intermediate conditions that take part to 
the chain of events (e.g., acute events, chronic diseases) as mediators or 
facilitators (Barnes et al., 2015). 

Second, although several common mechanisms leading to both 
frailty and immunosenescence have been hypothesized, they have not 
been thoroughtly investigated in dedicated studies (Clegg et al., 2013). 
The discovery of common pathways may lead to the study of common 
preventive and therapeutic strategies, that can eventually promote 
healthy aging and improve the response to vaccines. For example, 
physical exercise and diet interventions have been shown in separate 
studies to delay the onset of frailty and improve vaccine response (Clegg 
et al., 2014; Edwards and Booy, 2013; Kohut et al., 2004; Kohut and 
Senchina, 2004; Langkamp-Henken et al., 2006; Lesourd, 2004). The 
investigation of the efficacy of multimodal interventions jointly on 
frailty and immunosenescence represents a priority for future studies. 

Third, we currently do not have biomarkers to identify individuals 
likely to respond poorly to vaccines. Frailty syndrome itself was scarcely 
investigated as possible effect modifier in the immune response to vac-
cines, with an inconsistent utilization of the frailty index and the frailty 
phenotype models, which prevents us from concluding which construct 
better fits the data. Such information might steer more personalized 
immunization practices in older individuals. Moreover, low-entity 
stress-induced stimulations of the immune system, as in the case of 

Table 3 
Identified knowledge gaps.  

RESEARCH FIELD GAPS IMPORTANCE 

Infections and frailty 

While the impact of pneumonia and shingles have been investigated in 
relation to both physical and cognitive health, the impact of influenza on 
cognition is still unclear. 

Documenting the impact of influenza on cognition could help motivate older 
adults to get vaccinated and also support more aggressive efforts to promote 
vaccination of older adults against influenza. 

The impact – transient or permanent – of infections on frailty development 
remains to a large extent unexplored, and frailty is one of the main factors 
limiting healthy aging. 

Quantifying the impact of infections on frailty development would help to better 
understand their role as barrier to the goal of healthy aging. 

No studies formally investigated factors mediating the association of major 
infections with functional decline and frailty, including single diseases and 
multimorbidity. In addition no studies evaluated potential interventions to 
reduce the impact of infections on frailty. 

The understanding of how infections lead to accelerated aging may steer 
interventions to delay the onset of frailty. 

Immunosenescence and 
frailty 

Shared biological mechanisms between immunosenescence and frailty are 
highly plausible but have not been investigated. 

Discovering those underlying mechanisms may pave the way to the 
identification of common biomarkers and novel preventive interventions to 
promoting healthy aging. 

Exercise and nutritional interventions have been separately shown to delay 
the onset of frailty and improve vaccine response. No data are available for 
joint interventions. 

The design of randomized trials based on multidomain interventions could shed 
light on the potential clinical and public health implications of joint 
interventions. 

Frailty and 
immunization 

Despite weaker responses to vaccines have been reported in older frail 
individuals, biomarkers that predict vaccine efficacy in this population are 
not available. 

The discovery of biomarkers that can discriminate poor from good vaccine 
responders may help to personalize immunization recommendations. 

As for several other stimuli (e.g. physical activity, fasting), a stress-resilience 
response to vaccine antigens positively modulating immunosenescence can 
be hypothesized, but evidence is missing. 

The proof of an hormetic impact of regular immunizations across life could add 
to the value of ensuring vaccination because of protective effects that go beyond 
infection prevention. 

No studies investigated the occurrence of infections in frail vs. non-frail 
individuals. 

Quantifying the protection conferred by vaccines to frail individuals would ease 
realistic predictions of infections incidence and morbidity in such individuals 
after vaccination. 

The reduced immunogenicity and higher disease rates observed in 
vaccinated frail individuals might be explained by the use of standard-dose 
and non-adjuvated vaccines. 

The evidence on newer vaccines efficacy in frail vs. non-frail individuals would 
guarantee more reliable expectations in relation to preparations recommended 
by current guidelines. 

The occurrence side effects of vaccines commonly recommended in older 
adults has never been studied in relation to frailty. 

The knowledge of how the presence of frailty modifies the benefit/risk profile of 
old and newer vaccines may help to better personalize recommendations 
informing patients on more realistic expectations. 

A limited number of studies investigating the impact of frailty on 
immunization used different frailty models (i.e., frailty index, frailty 
phenotype) and led to mixed results. 

Investigating alternative frailty models in the same study would provide useful 
insights about the most effective tools to predict a scarce immune response to 
vaccine and would increase knowledge of the mechanisms underlying this 
phenomenon.  
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repeated minor infections or regular exposure to vaccine antigens, may 
slow down the immunosenescence process and reduce inflammaging 
(hormetic effect) (Calabrese et al., 2015; Fulop et al., 2017; Martucci 
et al., 2017). This has been hypothesized as a potential contributor to 
healthy aging, but has not been studied directly. 

Finally, the effectiveness of high-dose and adjuvated vaccines, as 
well as their side effects in frail individuals is largely unknown, hin-
dering a proper clinical appraisal of currently recommended vaccines. 

The dramatic boost experienced by the research on immunization 
efficacy in older adults during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, and the large 
amount of observational data soon available, are likely to shed light on 
several of the knowledge gaps identified in the present review. 

6. Pursuing immunization and frailty prevention in the society 
over the life course 

Throughout life the combination of interactions between genetics 
and the external environment contributes to build our physical and 
cognitive reserve, fostering healthy aging, or predisposing us to develop 
frailty (Ben-Shlomo et al., 2016). The life-long sequence of exposures to 
infective agents, vaccines and endogenous antigens, contributes to 
shape our immune system and set the pace of immunosenescence. This 
set of events has been recently identified with the name of immuno-
biography (Franceschi et al., 2017). The influence of immunobiography 
on frailty supports the value of ensuring throughout life the develop-
ment and the maintenance of a strong immune system, as well as 
physical and cognitive reserve (Calderon-Larranaga et al., 2019). 

The positive consequences of immunization can be observed at any 
stage of life, and both direct and indirect benefits can be expected from 
large-scale immunization programs. However, in spite of solid evidence, 
the actual immunization coverage rates of older adults against vaccine 
preventable diseases is way below what recommended by the World 
Health Organization (Fedson et al., 2011; Gabutti et al., 2019; Hanquet 
et al., 2019; Jorgensen et al., 2018; Lode et al., 2013; Sheikh et al., 
2018). Surprisingly, low coverage is often reported among the frailest 
individuals, for example those living in nursing home (Bardenheier 
et al., 2004). Several factors may limit an adequate vaccine uptake in 
older adults, including system- and individual-related factors, as well as 
policies’ and clinicians’ attitudes towards aging. The massive immuni-
zation campaign implemented during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic is 
uncovering several of these factors (Jean-Jacques and Bauchner, 2021; 
Razai et al., 2021). At the systemic level, country-specific policies play a 
major role in vaccine provision and accessibility, above all the avail-
ability of a public and universal healthcare coverage (WHO, 2014). At 
the individual level, socioeconomic status and living conditions deter-
mine vaccine uptake the most. In fact, independently by multimorbidity 
and disability burden, the existence of socioeconomic disparities (e.g., 
immigrant status, living in deprived areas, living alone) has been re-
ported as an important limiting factor for reaching adequate vaccine 
coverages (Bocquier et al., 2017; Crawford et al., 2011; Harrison et al., 
2018; Jain et al., 2017; Vukovic et al., 2020). Finally, the concomitant 
existence of cognitive impairment further reduces the likelihood to get 
access to vaccines (Landi et al., 2005). These same characteristics have 
been shown to be involved in the development and progression of 
frailty, suggesting the possibility to act on common risk factors and 
pointing at the need to study these phenomena under a common 
framework (Feng et al., 2017; Gale et al., 2018; Trevisan et al., 2020). 
These factors should be considered collectively in the planning and 
implementation of effective immunization programs and should guide 
health professionals in the identification of older individuals at risk of 
being neglected. The neglected persons might be precisely those frail 
people with stronger immunization recommendations. 

It has been suggested that preventive strategies against frailty such as 
diet and physical exercise may be implemented in order to further 
prevent frailty progression and age-related decline in immune response 
(Clegg et al., 2014). Chronic exercise or high levels of physical activity 

and nutrition interventions – effective treatments for the prevention of 
frailty – have been shown to improve vaccination immunogenicity in 
older adults. Interestingly, episodic exercise has been recently investi-
gated as a potential adjuvant to vaccination, and studies on the effec-
tiveness of other behavioral interventions, especially on nutrition, are 
ongoing (Edwards and Booy, 2013; Kohut et al., 2004; Kohut and Sen-
china, 2004; Langkamp-Henken et al., 2006; Lesourd, 2004). 

6.1. A societal approach 

In terms of infections – and consequently frailty – prevention in older 
adults thought of as a silo-like approach, targeting solely this age group 
would neither be effective nor sustainable (Korppi, 2018; Nanda et al., 
2020; Nymark et al., 2017). Healthy aging is built over the entire life 
course, and the accumulation of “biological capital” – for example 
muscle strength and cognitive reserve – during younger ages has been 
recognized as a major factor counteracting physical and cognitive 
decline (Dekhtyar et al., 2019; Fratiglioni et al., 2020; Kuh and New 
Dynamics of Ageing (NDA) Preparatory Network, 2007). A life-long and 
wider perspective on immunization could successfully reduce infections 
in older age. 

The implementation of effective immunization programs targeting 
children is of utmost importance for the protection of older adults. One 
important way that childhood vaccination can affect disease occurrence 
in older adults is through herd immunity. This has been observed with 
influenza and pneumococcal vaccination in several countries (Berical 
et al., 2016; Cohen et al., 2011; Haber et al., 2007; Prevention., 2009; 
Reichert et al., 2001; Tsaban and Ben-Shimol, 2017). In some settings, it 
has even been hypothesized that effective infant flu vaccination policies 
might make vaccinating older adults unnecessary (Hodgson et al., 
2017). In light of similar results, US and Canada recently issued the 
indication to personalize the indication to pneumococcal immunization, 
not merely based on chronological age but accounting for comorbidity 
status and patients preferences (Matanock et al., 2019; National Advi-
sory Committee on Immunization, 2018). Herd immunity also provides 
protection to a wider group beyond older adults, such as siblings that are 
too young to be vaccinated, classmates with special health conditions 
and those with limited access to vaccines living in the same community. 
Finally, immunization can also help protect older adults by reducing the 
use of antibiotics to treat vaccine-preventable diseases, and therefore 
limiting the development of antimicrobial resistance (Buckley et al., 
2019; Jansen et al., 2018). 

As part of a holistic approach to the prevention of infective diseases 
in older age, there is the need to diagnose frailty in a timely manner. 
Although this is currently recommended by some scientific societies, no 
clear recommendations have been issued by international public health 
bodies on the prevention and assessment of frailty (Morley et al., 2013; 
Turner and Clegg, 2014). 

7. Conclusions 

In this review we describe existing evidence about the bidirectional 
interplay between frailty and both vaccine-preventable infections in 
older adults and immunosenescence. Overall the evidence is not always 
consistent and there are several knowledge gaps, which we have 
described. First, the impact of major infections on frailty, rather than on 
physical or cognitive decline that likely contributes to frailty, needs to be 
formally assessed, and its pathophysiological mechanisms investigated. 
Second, an appraisal of the biomolecular mechanisms leading to frailty 
and immunosenescence is currently lacking, and multidomain in-
terventions acting on both phenomena have not yet been designed. 
Third, no validated immunosenescence biomarkers or clinical criteria 
are available to predict the response to immunization of frail in-
dividuals, and the interaction between frailty and newer vaccines has 
been often overlooked so far. Filling these gaps is of utmost importance 
in consideration of the growing number of frail seniors in the world. 
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Moreover, answering to these open questions will help to implement 
effective and sustainable preventive programs to ensure a healthy aging 
to more and more individuals; to make available safe and effective 
vaccines also to frail individuals, which are forecasted to increase in the 
next decades, and to issue personalized recommendations for immuni-
zation, beyond the current indications based merely on age and presence 
of index diseases. Finally, in conjunction with the massive vaccination 
campaign against SARS-CoV-2, we are seeing a big push to vaccinate 
older adults; for this effort it would be useful to evaluate the efficacy of 
available vaccines in light of different levels of frailty. 
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